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This sensational, Germain’s 1956 introduction, rose is sure to be the most glamorous rose in your garden. Rose Marie Reid is an extremely large fully double Hybrid Tea rose of exquisite form. Each of the perfectly shaped delft-pink buds is long and heavy. As the buds open you will behold an exciting delft-pink never captured in any rose before. The size and shape of each thrilling bloom is sure to amaze you, for each bloom is five or six inches across supported on long and extremely strong stems. Rose Marie Reid is a wonderful cut flower too!

**Germain’s Sensational 1956 Rose**

**ROSE MARIE REID**

(Pat Appl. For)

**NF 533A**

**ONLY $275 EACH**

**3 FOR ONLY $720**

Form 3547 Requested
CLIMBING ROSES
COLORFUL GARDEN CURTAINS

Use on Trellises Arbors and Fences

CL. CHARLOTTE ARMSTRONG (Pat. 523) Lovely pointed buds of spectrum red opening to brilliant rose pink.
NF456 $2.50 each 3 for only $6.60

CL. GLADIATOR New 1 — Brilliant Red Hybrid Tea Climber. Continuous bloomer with profuse thrilling flowers. Lucrative, disease resistant foliage.
NF457 $2.75 each 3 for only $7.20

NF459 $2.00 each 3 for only $6.60

CL. PEACE (Pat. 522) Most outstanding and popular rose ever developed. Large canary yellow buds open to five inch flowers of alabaster white with picotee purple edges.
NF551 $2.00 each 3 for only $5.25

CL. PICTURE (Pat. 525) Perfectly formed clear pink flowers. Dark green foliage to set off the long stemmed flower. Extremely prolific.
NF552 $2.00 each 3 for only $5.25

CL. SAN FERNANDO (Pat. 1128) A climbing form of the outstanding All America winner. Has the same currant red color and exquisite fragrance.
NF553 $2.00 each 3 for only $5.25

SPECIAL CLIMBING ROSE COLLECTION
One each all climbers listed above. PLUS one SPEC-TACULAR NEW DESCANSO PILLAR ROSE.
NF589 ($15.75 Value) 7 CLIMBING ROSES ONLY $1375

YOU’VE NEVER SEEN A ROSE LIKE THIS BEFORE!!

NEW SPECTACULAR PILLAR ROSE
GROWS 8 FEET HIGH WITHOUT SUPPORT

Just Think! You’ll Have Giant Clusters of Deep Coral Blooms
... on a SINGLE STEM!!

Yes! This amazing rose, the Descanso Pillar, is horticulture’s most exciting new rose. Not a HYBRID TEA, nor a FLORENDA, but a GRANDIFLORA, not a TREE ROSE, but a remarkable new type rose that grows up to ft. high without support of any kind — THE VERY FIRST YEAR!!

The Descanso Pillar is a beautiful background for your other lower growing roses or is outstanding by itself in a special corner nook in your garden. Or plant several and have a living green fence abundance with gorgeous blooms most of the year.

And you can practically pick a BOUQUET on one stem! Clusters of blooms are borne on single erect stems that often measure 3 to 4 ft. high. Single blooms, too, all lasting for days and days when cut for indoor arrangements, bouquets, etc.

ENJOY PERFECT FLOWERS UP TO 6 INCHES ACROSS — ALL SEASON LONG!!

One of the parents of the marvelous Descanso Pillar Rose is the famous All America Rose CHARLOTTE ARMSTRONG. Inherited are not only clear true viger and beauty of this popular winner, but the red, brassy, deep green foliage. The Descanso Pillar just bursts with bloom month after month, and there’ll be picking literally armloads of perfect deep flame pink blooms up to inches across throughout the entire season.

Hybridized by Dr. Walter Lammerts, creator of The Queen Elizabeth Rose, Chrysler Imperial, Charlotte Armstrong, etc.

Descanso Pillar Rose
NF511 EACH $2.00 3 FOR $5.25

THE DARLINGS OF ALL ROSEDOM

MINIATURE ROSES

Here they are again! You told us how popular these little darlings were last spring by your overwhelming order. Now we have a fresh new crop. These little sweet-hearts make wonderful lover to be forgotten gifts too. Yes, they’ll bloom right in the kitchen window for weeks and weeks. Send us your order now and we’ll do the rest.

FROSTY — World’s whitest miniature rose. Starts to bloom when only 2” high and continues to produce clusters of full double flowers up to ½” across from Sweet Honeysuckle fragrance.
NF591 $2.00 each 3 FOR $5.00

CL. PINK CAMEO — The very first truly overblooming miniature rose in climbing form. Use for garden, shrub or small pillar (up to 7’). Beautiful Rose-pink buds make striking floral arrangements.
NF592 $2.00 each 3 FOR ONLY $5.00

CENTENNIAL MISS — Rose red to wine red, fully double and free flowering.
NF593 $1.25 each 3 FOR ONLY $3.50

CUTIE — Clear pink, fragrant, blooms from spring to frost.
NF594 $1.25 each 3 FOR ONLY $3.50

OAKINGTON RUBY — Most popular red.
NF595 $1.25 each 3 FOR ONLY $3.50

PATTY LOU — Pretty new bi-color miniature.
NF596 $1.25 each 3 FOR ONLY $3.50

PINK JOY — Double fragrant pink flowers with beautifully shaped buds showing just a touch of Salmon.
NF597 $1.25 each 3 FOR ONLY $3.50

BARGAIN OFFER
Plant ‘em by the dozen
Best of all florabunda collection.
One each CIRCUS, EASTER PARADE, SPARTAN.
FLORABUNDAS NF590 ($7.00 Value)
3 ONLY $6.10

BARGAIN OFFER
Plant ‘em by the dozen
Best of all florabunda collection.
One each CIRCUS, EASTER PARADE, SPARTAN.
FLORABUNDAS NF590 ($7.00 Value)
3 ONLY $6.10

SPECIAL OFFER!
Any 3 above $1.75 Miniar- tures PLUS FROSTY ($5.75 Value) ONLY $4.95
NF599

SPECIAL OFFER!
Any 3 above $1.75 Minia- tures PLUS CL. PINK CAMEO ($5.75 Value) ONLY $4.95
NF599

Imagine!
You can be literally surrounded by roses all season long from just a single DESCANSO ROSE BUSH

SO VIGOROUS A GROWER THAT SPRAWLING & PEST CONTROL ARE PRACTICALLY NIL!!

As Charles V. Currell, Oakland, past president of the American Rose Society says, “When I say ABSOLUTELY disease resistant, I mean exactly that.” And Clyde Stocking, San Jose rose grower says, “The abundant dark green, glossy foliage showed NO DISEASE during 3-year test...constantly in bloom, too.”

For Borders — Hedges — Beds — Backgrounds — Plant ‘em by the dozen

1956 AARS WINNER

CIRCUS — First Multicolor rose to win this coveted award. Colors change from rich yellow and red in bud form to orange-buff, flushed with apple blossom pink, and then to ray red as the flower fully opens.
NF509 $2.50 Each 3 FOR ONLY $3.90

AMIGO (Pat. 1602) Dark currant red flowers, fine foliage and free flowering. A glorious blaze of color for your garden. Wonderful for specimens — covered with blooms all season long. Splendid for cutting.
NF501 $1.50 Each 3 FOR ONLY $3.90

EASTER PARADE (Pat. 1205) Your garden will come to life as these bushes mature with a mauve wane as this glorious rose starts to bloom. At first the buds are bright golden yellow. Then while opening the upper side of the petals become edged with salmon pink and cerise remaining yellow on the under side. And finally in all of its 50 to 60 petals opened, Easter Parade emerges a gorgeous light crimson rose with delicate yellow tonalities. Shiny dark green foliage.
NF512 $1.75 Each 3 FOR ONLY $4.65

FASHION (Pat. 789) New deep glowing pink color that opens to rich rose pink in your plate garden. Lovely miniature Hybrid Tea Form usually borne in clusters of five.
NF513 $2.00 Each 3 FOR ONLY $5.25

JIMMY CRICKET (P.A.F.) AARS WINNER 1955. Beautifully shaped, Apricot Pink. Very strong growth, exceptionally free flowering. Plants have a dense spreading habit of growth and splendid rich green foliage.
NF519 $2.25 Each 3 FOR ONLY $6.00

SPARTAN — New! Orange-Pink with lovely buds. Excellent for garden and cutting. Deep apple green foliage. Be the first to have this glorious new rose.
NF538 $2.75 Each 3 FOR ONLY $7.20

BARGAIN OFFER
Plant ‘em by the dozen
Best of all florabunda collection.
One each CIRCUS, EASTER PARADE, SPARTAN.
FLORABUNDAS NF590 ($7.00 Value)
3 ONLY $6.10
AMERICA'S FIRST TRULY RED ROSE
ALL AMERICA WINNER 1953

Chrysler Imperial

(The Plant Patent #1437)

The CHRYSLER IMPERIAL ROSE is unmatched by any other red rose. Its vivid, rich tones of crimson are enhanced by darker overtones of glowing oxblood red, and the gem-like lustre of garnet in the folds retains its sparkling beauty.

Long tapering buds unfold even in adverse weather, opening to large, high-centered flowers measuring 4½ to 5 inches with 40 to 50 wide petals. These are borne on sturdy, medium long stems. The opening of each rose is a thrilling spectacle of changing iridescent shades of red.

You will love the sweety scented flowers with true rose fragrance.

The compact and symmetrical growth of this prize winning rose will enhance your whole garden. Each bush puts forth dark green, semi glossy, disease resistant foliage in abundance. Even without the thrilling red, red flowers the bush is a handsome garden feature.

**NF508 ONLY $2.50 EACH**

3 FOR ONLY $6.60

Every Rose A Winner

GERMAIN'S ALL AMERICA COLLECTION

Chrysler Imperial – Red, Capistrano – Rose Pink, Mission Bells – Salmon Pink,
Sun Valley – Brilliant Yellow

NF 588 ($9.00 Value)

ALL 4 . . . ONLY $7.95

**THE ROSE THAT CREDITS WONDERFUL FLOWERS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD**

THE MOST THRILLING ROSE EVER

GERMAIN'S ROSE

The world's finest roses in a glorious array from a treasured spot in your garden!

A never-before-seen Pink
QUEEN ELIZABETH

NF 545 (A $7.75 Value)

Unusual salmon Salmon Pink with Golden Tip

MISSON BELLY

1950 & 1951 AARS

(Plant Patent #297)

An amazing rose in size and vigour, with an abundance of blossoms, often 50 across. The lovely salmon pink is perfect, with cleft petals of brilliant, clear pink. A lovely rose to use in the heart and waist of your garden. It is one of the highest of the colour.

Wonderful cutting rose; perfect for the rich, warm colours of the garden. AARS Award Winner for 1950

**CAPISTRANO**

Each

**NF 51 ONLY $2.00**

3 for ONLY $5.25

NF 53

3 for
CALIFORNIA GLORIOUS

THE GRANDIFLORA CLASS

America’s Newest and Best Loved Rose

Queen Elizabeth Rose

(Pl. Pat. 1959) 1955 AARS Winner

breathtaking color in roses—combining Soft Carmine Rose and Dawn Pink.

[NE] BOTH ON ONE BUSH! — Flowers borne rationally single on long straight and gorgeous clusters of blossoms as well! With even the bloom clusters having long enough so that the flowers can be used individually in vases, flower stems, etc.

Queen Elizabeth Rose is indeed the most unusual and wonderful rose ever.

In this inaugural winner of the new GRANDIFLORA Class of roses you’ll enjoy a true necesity of a season-long bloom of the FLORIBUNDA, as well as the wonderful flower stems, long-lasting flowers and splendid cutting stems of the HYBRIDS.

SIMPLY OUT OF THIS WORLD! - You’ll really be thrilled when you see the and radiant PURE PINK shade, hitherto found only in chesett CATTLEYA JUDY, and never before captured in a rose.

BUSH! Here again, you’ll find the Queen Elizabeth Rose truly amazing, the bush is gloriously clothed right to the ground with glossy, deep green—beautiful garden picture even when you’ve picked all the blooms.

LOW LOW PRICE

FOR ONLY $7.20 EACH ONLY $2.75

COMBINATION EVER OFFERED!
ROYAL COLLECTION

most colors — Here is truly a “ROYAL” Sparkle for the most

Glowing Red

SUN IMPERIAL

Most radiant yellow ever grown

SUN VALLEY

NOW ONLY . . . $6.75

A Glowing Salmon with
tantalizing Orange and Fire

AARs Winner

A magnificent thirty-petaled rose of glowing curant red with blooms of unusually heavy texture—proudly borne on tall erect stems — truly deserving of its All American Award. The pointed well-formed buds are a beautiful scarlet when opening. Blooms profusely all season, on strong shapely plants, with heavy glossy green, disease resistant foliage. So heavy is its pleasant perfume that just one bush will fill your whole garden with lovely fragrance.

A Glowing Salmon with
tantalizing Orange and Fire

Red

SAN FERNANDO

(Plant Patent 795)

SAN FERNANDO

SAN GABRIEL

SAN LUIS REY

NPs 56 (A $5.25 value)

NPs 57

NPs 58

ONLY . . . $1.75

ONLY . . . $1.75

ONLY . . . $1.75

3 for ONLY $4.65

3 for ONLY $4.65

3 for ONLY $4.65

WARMEST, RICHEST, MOST RADIANT YELLOW EVER CAPTURED IN A ROSE

Sun Valley

(Pl. Patent 1123)

Symbolizing the breath taking Beauty of famed Sun Valley

At last—in “SUN VALLEY”—Germain’s presents the warmest, richest, most vibrant yellow ever captured in a rose.

Its true guinea golden yellow holds magnificent brilliant tone in open blooms for days—ever in bright hot sunshine—without a trace of fading!

The full, beautiful shaped buds open to large, strong and lasting blooms on long straight stems. The foliage is disease resistant and its vigorous, shining dark green tone forms a perfect foil for the golden flowers borne in season long profusion.

Rose growers, from coast to coast, in conclusive trials, have found “Sun Valley” the parent, non-fading yellow rose—and one that holds its pure color better—than any yellow rose they have ever seen before.

For masses of dazzling sunshine in your garden all season—and long lasting brilliant yellow bouquet—“SUN VALLEY” should be a “must” on your rose order.

NPs 539

ONLY . . . $2.50

3 for only $6.60

NPs 546 (A $5.25 value)

World Famous Collection

Germains’s GLAMOROUS

MISSION TRIO

Featuring brilliant Red — Glowing Salmon and Gorgeous Yellow — A glorious combination of our renowned Mission Roses

San Fernando

San Gabriel

San Luis Rey

(For description of these roses see below)

NPs 546

ONLY . . . $4.65

A golden loveliness in full petalled blooms of matchless beauty. Long pointed buds of Guineas gold open to perfect, tea-scented flowers of lovely texture, deepening at the base to rich redminum yellow.

The healthy, well-branched bushes are clothed in rich green, disease resistant foliage and buds in profusion are produced throughout the season.

San Luis Rey keeps its rich yellow color exceptionally well even in warm climates.
## AMERICA'S FIRST TRULY RED ROSE
### ALL AMERICA WINNER 1953
#### Chrysler Imperial Rose
(Plant Patent 1167)

**THE CHRYSLER IMPERIAL ROSE** is unsurpassed by any other rose. It is visual, rich in beauty, and a most effective combination of beauty, permanence, and liveliness. Its flowers, which contains a wealth of beauty, are of intense red, with completely pure and brilliant petals. It holds its rich beauty well into the fall, at a time when flowers are generally faded or tawny. The blooms are profuse, from one to two dozen, and are carried on sturdy, healthy, vigorous canes. They are most effective in nature and thrive on medium-sized ground. The 50 roses of this collection are of purest, strongest, most original, and most magnificent. A new blooming sultry rose in nature—ashamed to be called a red. This beautiful, richly colored flower is being used as a standard to be used in nature, and its beauty will shine through. The Queen Elizabeth Rose is the most wonderful rose for all-around beauty. It is the perfect combination of beauty, permanence, and liveliness. Its flowers, which contain a wealth of beauty, are of intense red, with completely pure and brilliant petals. It holds its rich beauty well into the fall, at a time when flowers are generally faded or tawny. The blooms are profuse, from one to two dozen, and are carried on sturdy, healthy, vigorous canes. They are most effective in nature and thrive on medium-sized ground. The 50 roses of this collection are of purest, strongest, most original, and most magnificent.

![Image of rose]

**NEW LOW PRICE**

- **NF 500:** Only $2.95 each
- 3 for only $6.60

---

## COLLECTION FOR REGALLY ROSE
### For the ROYAL AMERICA COLLECTION
#### Chrysler Imperial Rose
(Plant Patent 1167)

**THE ROSE THAT CREATED THE GRANDIFLORA CLASS**

**The Queen Elizabeth Rose**
(PI. Pat. 1959) 1955 AARS Winner

**NEW LOW PRICE**

- **NF 530**
  - 3 for only $7.20
  - Each only $2.75

---

## WARMEST, RICHEST, MOST RADIANT YELLOW EVER CAPTURED IN A ROSE
#### Sun Valley
(PI. Pat. 1984)

**SYMBOLIZING THE BIRTHDAY OF BEAUTY OF THE ROYAL AMERICA COLLECTION**

**NEW LOW PRICE**

- **NF 39**
  - Only $2.50
  - 3 for only $6.60

---

## AMERICA'S ALL-AMERICA COLLECTION
#### Chrysler Impelar — Red, Caipistrano — Pink, Mission Bells — Salmon Pink, Sun Valley — Brilliant Yellow
**NF 588** ($9.00 Value)

**THE MOST THRILLING ROSE COMBINATION EVER OFFERED!**

**GERMAN'S ROYAL COLLECTION**

The world's finest roses in a brilliant array of exquisite colors — Here is truly a "ROYAL" package for the most discriminating of all rose lovers.

- **A never-before-seen Pink QUEEN ELIZABETH**
- **Rich, Glowing Red CHRYSLER IMPERIAL**

**NOW ONLY . . . $6.75**

**FOR DESCRIPTION OF THESE ROSES, SEE ABOVE**

---

## WORL D FAMOUS COLLECTION GERMAN'S GLAMOROUS MISSION TRIO
#### CHRYSLER IMPERIAL
- **San Fernando**
- **San Gabriel**
- **San Luis Rey**

**NF 546 ($6.25 Value)**

**ONLY $4.65**

---

## GERMAN'S CUSTOMERS ONLY
### CUSTOMERS ONLY

**EVERY ROSE A WINNER**

**Chrysler Imperial — Red, Caipistrano — Pink, Mission Bells — Salmon Pink, Sun Valley — Brilliant Yellow**

**NF 588 ($9.00 Value)**

**AMERICA'S ALL-AMERICA COLLECTION**

**NEW LOW PRICE**

- **NF 588**
  - Only $2.95 each
  - 3 for only $6.60

---

## CAPISTRANO (Plant Patent 1167)
### AARS Winner

**One of the most gorgeous roses ever grown!**

**CAPISTRANO**

- **NF 51** only $2.00
- 3 for only $5.25

---

## MISSION Bells
### AARS Winner

**A most brilliant, unique, and beautifully colored rose.**

**MISSION Bells**

- **NF 53** only $2.00
- 3 for only $5.25
- 3 for only $4.65

---

## SUN VALLEY
### AARS Winner

**A most beautiful rose.**

**SUN VALLEY**

- **NF 57** only $1.75
- 3 for only $4.65

---

## SAN GABRIEL
### AARS Winner

**A most splendid rose.**

**SAN GABRIEL**

- **NF 58** only $1.75
- 3 for only $4.65

---

## SAN LUIS REY
### AARS Winner

**A most beautiful rose.**

**SAN LUIS REY**

- **NF 59** only $2.50
- 3 for only $6.60

---

## WORLD FAMOUS COLLECTION GERMAN'S GLAMOROUS MISSION TRIO
#### CHRYSLER IMPERIAL
- **San Fernando**
- **San Gabriel**
- **San Luis Rey**

**NF 546 ($6.25 Value)**

**ONLY $4.65**

---

## CALIFORNIA CUSTOMERS PLEASE ADD 3% SALES TAX
LOOK! TREMENDOUS VALUES IN AMERICA'S MOST POPULAR IRIS

PINK BEARDED IRIS

Each year Germain's, famous for Iris for more than a decade, has the pleasure of presenting a new pink iris collection which you have indicated are the most popular flowers in your garden. Here is a wonderful selection of the BEST in popular pinks dug fresh from our fields.

AND NOW!
GERMAIN'S GORGEOUS NEW IRIS SENSATION!!

FASCINATING NEW PINK NO. 2

Last year you were excited about our first introduction of Germain's Fascinating New Pink No. 1 and bought it madly. Now, an even more exciting new Iris has popped up in our growing fields and looks even better than No. 1. A brand new shade of Orchid Pink with a beautiful Salmon Coral beard. GIANT flowers on Tall Stems, Boy, Oh Boy! "What a Beaut." We have only a small stock for early fall orders, So Hurry.

NF5100

ONLY $1.95 each

WANT A BARGAIN?

GARDEN HARMONY

PINK IRIS COLLECTION

Selection includes the following superb PINK Iris:

SHADY LADY — Hugh Mauve Pink with Lavender Eye Shadow Blaze
THREE OAKS — Immense, Copper-Pink Blend
SPINDRIFT — Sea shell pink, Tangerine beard
MANYUSYA — Beautiful Orchid
TEA ROSE — Clear Pink blend

ALL 5 No. NF5101

ONLY

$1.98

GERMAIN'S — NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED HORTICULTURAL SPECIALISTS — SINCE 1871

BLOOM YEAR AFTER YEAR

DAY LILLIES

This beautiful perennial plant is sweeping the nation in ever increasing popularity. EASY AS PIE to grow. The spectacular blooms appear most of the spring and summer each year for years with little or no care.

Get into the swing of this NEW GARDEN CRAZE with this outstanding BARGAIN OFFER!

Germain's Selected
Day Lily Collection
YELLOW, RED, and PINK
(easily worth $2.50)
NO. NF51010

All 3 for ONLY $1.00

SPECIAL OFFER

GARDEN HARMONY COLLECTION PLUS 1 FASCINATING NEW PINK NO. 2
No. NF5102 ($3.93 Value)
ALL 6
ONLY

$2.98

WANT A BARGAIN?

GARDEN HARMONY

PINK IRIS COLLECTION

Selection includes the following superb PINK Iris:

SHADY LADY — Hugh Mauve Pink with Lavender Eye Shadow Blaze
THREE OAKS — Immense, Copper-Pink Blend
SPINDRIFT — Sea shell pink, Tangerine beard
MANYUSYA — Beautiful Orchid
TEA ROSE — Clear Pink blend

ALL 5 No. NF5101

ONLY

$1.98

GERMAIN'S — NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED HORTICULTURAL SPECIALISTS — SINCE 1871

BLOOM YEAR AFTER YEAR

DAY LILLIES

This beautiful perennial plant is sweeping the nation in ever increasing popularity. EASY AS PIE to grow. The spectacular blooms appear most of the spring and summer each year for years with little or no care.

Get into the swing of this NEW GARDEN CRAZE with this outstanding BARGAIN OFFER!

Germain's Selected
Day Lily Collection
YELLOW, RED, and PINK
(easily worth $2.50)
NO. NF51010

All 3 for ONLY $1.00

SPECIAL OFFER

GARDEN HARMONY COLLECTION PLUS 1 FASCINATING NEW PINK NO. 2
No. NF5102 ($3.93 Value)
ALL 6
ONLY

$2.98

WANT A BARGAIN?

GARDEN HARMONY

PINK IRIS COLLECTION

Selection includes the following superb PINK Iris:

SHADY LADY — Hugh Mauve Pink with Lavender Eye Shadow Blaze
THREE OAKS — Immense, Copper-Pink Blend
SPINDRIFT — Sea shell pink, Tangerine beard
MANYUSYA — Beautiful Orchid
TEA ROSE — Clear Pink blend

ALL 5 No. NF5101

ONLY

$1.98

GERMAIN'S — NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED HORTICULTURAL SPECIALISTS — SINCE 1871